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W
ith his dominating
on-field presence,
Arizona Cardinals
strong safety Adrian
Wilson has a habit
of making oppo-
nents see red —
whether you’re a

wide receiver who gets burned, a quarterback
who ends up on his back or, like Atlanta
Falcons quarterback Michael Vick in Week 4
of this season, the victim of a 99-yard inter-
ception returned for a touchdown.

In Wilson’s home in Chandler, visitors also
see red…but in a good way. Throughout the
contemporary layout, the color figures promi-
nently in walls and furniture in different
shades of primary as well as, you guessed it,
Cardinal red. But it’s not just his current team
that gets the credit.

“I like bright, fun, happy colors,” said
Wilson’s wife Alicia. “Every school Adrian
has played for, in high school (T.W. Andrews
High School in High Point, N.C.) and college
(N.C. State), their uniforms had red in them,
too. So it made sense.”

As exuberant and talkative as he is on the
field, Wilson is soft-spoken and matter-of-
fact away from the game. How did they
choose this house? “We saw it, I liked it, she
liked it, we made it happen,” he said. What do
they like about this area of the Valley? “Well,
it was close to where we were before, so it’s
close to my daughter’s school, and it’s close
to work for me,” he said. “It’s a growing area,
there’s a mall, a movie theater, we’ve got 
everything we need.”

Grand foyer
Adrian fully admits that Alicia was the

driving force behind the modern design of the
home. Stepping through the front-door entry,

Seeing red
During down time,
Cardinals safety
Adrian Wilson and
his family keep
things simple

A mixture of color and shape makes the Wilsons’ dining
table something to behold.

Top: The home’s foyer is a showcase of modern design. Nearby, a fish tank sparkles with vivid colors. Above: A large
red sofa fills the family room, which is located steps from the kitchen.

The Wilsons’ fish tank is filled with vivid colors.

Alicia Wilson preferred to have black-and-white
photos of her family taken rather than hang
abstract artwork on the walls.

Adrian Wilson’s house makes the most 
of an unusual feature in the Valley —
a basement. The downstairs martini lounge
(a k a the Man Cave) is where Adrian and
friends head when it’s time to watch movies
or Monday Night Football, or to goof around
on the Playstation — a larger-than-life expe-
rience on the 120-inch big-screen TV.

“We had a couple of different ideas,”
Adrian said, noting that this is the one place
in the house where he was in charge of
design. “It used to have movie seats 
with cupholders, but my friends are real big,
so they need more room.” Replacing the
original seats is a sprawling, Cardinal red
lounge-style leather sofa, which has a stain-
less steel coffee table in front of it, and a
long custom table behind it for serving food
or additional seating. Memorabilia, footballs
and jerseys (including an Amare Stoudemire
jersey) adorn the walls and shelves.

The Wilson family from left to right: Alicia,
Aubrei, Adrian and Adrian junior.
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Adrian Wilson

Throughout At Home Week,

tour the homes of some of

the Valley’s biggest names

in sports.

Monday/Rustic
The Scorer: Shane Doan, Phoenix Coyotes

Tuesday/Traditional
The Executive: Derrick Hall, Arizona
Diamondbacks

Wednesday/Modern
The Defender: Adrian Wilson, Arizona
Cardinals

Thursday/Casual
The Coach: Charli Turner Thorne, ASU

Friday/Eclectic
The Legend: Alvan Adams, Phoenix Suns

— See WILSON, Page AH6
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Interior design

By Gremlyn Bradley-Waddell

Ask Nathalie Chianura
if a hypothetical owner
of a loft should feel
compelled to decorate

with contemporary furniture,
and she allows the question to
linger a moment in the air.

Then, she offers her polite,
restrained response.

“Why did you buy a loft?”
Chianura playfully asks.

As an interior designer and
vice president of Roche-Bobois
in Scottsdale, Chianura not only
knows modern design and loft-
style living but she also knows
how well the two go together.
(“My store is a big loft,” she
commented.) And with all the
new lofts and high-rise apart-
ments being built throughout

the Phoenix area, she and the
staff at Roche-Bobois are get-
ting plenty of opportunities to
show homeowners how to make
the most of funky attributes
such as high ceilings and
exposed ductwork or brick.

Start with the basics
“You work with the color of

the walls and you need to work
with the light,” Chianura said,
adding that details such as
room dividers and partitions
or platforms delineate and add
height to different areas of
a loft.

Some of the Roche-Bobois
staples she often sees going into
lofts and high rises include the
leather-enveloped “Vanity”
platform bed, the contemporary
“Memento” sectional, the circu-
lar “Nuage” swivel chairs and
the undulating “Virgule” chair.
But as much as she believes a
loft dictates a modern approach,
Chianura also believes that clas-
sic style can be artfully mixed
in as well. She suggests keeping
those classic pieces fairly small
— say, for example, a dresser,
mirror and chair — and not us-
ing more than three in a room.

“Your eyes need to be sur-
prised, not say, ‘It’s the same
thing everywhere,’” she said.

Keep it simple
Gary Lewis, an interior 

designer and the store manager
at another paragon of modern
design, Copenhagen Imports,
agrees with Chianura that a
modern approach to décor is
typically ideal in a loft. He
speaks from experience, having
lived in the real thing in Seattle.

“Less is more, truly, in con-
temporary design,” he said.
“Pare it down to the essentials.
No carved legs, no tassels.”

It’s also important to make
sure the furniture pieces are able

to pull double duty. Lofts gener-
ally offer less square footage —
making the minimalist, modern
approach a wise solution. Lewis
said a sofa often will need to be
a sleeper-sofa, and chairs and
coffee tables will need to be
easily moveable, often on
casters. Likewise, fabrics and
leathers need to be durable
enough to withstand extra wear.

Lewis recommended selecting
storage beds, which feature
spaces for stashing clothing or
bedding, and drop-leaf dining
tables.

Have fun
And by all means, lofts and

high rises are the kinds of
spaces in which to try some-
thing unusual, said Phoenix in-
terior designer Libby Copeland.

Like Chianura and Lewis,
Copeland — who specializes in
lofts — said that loft dwellers
typically use contemporary 
furnishings. But she likes to
take things a step further and
incorporate really unexpected
touches.

For a couple with whom
Copeland worked, that meant
an award-winning kitchen
featuring authentic, bright-red
Craftsman tool chests used in
place of traditional cabinetry
and nestled under stainless steel
counters. For another client, it
meant installing lighted tiles in
the floor and in the shower
walls.

“Don’t be afraid to think
outside the box,” Copeland said.
“Do whimsical, interesting
things.”

Livable lofts
Modern designs 

ideal for high-rise living

Roche-Bobois

Infuse your loft with the boldness of
the circular “Nuage” swivel chair.

Roche-Bobois
Furnishings for loft living sometimes must pull double duty. Here, part 
of this sofa grouping also can serve as a bed for overnight guests.

Roche-Bobois
This sectional from Roche-Bobois’ “Memento”
line features storage space for accessories and
favorite books.

• Declutter, declutter, declut-
ter. “What you don’t want
to end up with is a lot of
little knick knacks,” said
Gary Lewis of Copenhagen
Imports, who admits he’s a
gatherer. He’s learned to keep
things much simpler, though,
with one rule: When some-
thing comes in, something
goes out.

• Asian-influenced touches
and tribal art also mix well
with contemporary design.

• Pay attention to lighting.
Not only are lights func-
tional, but they also can be
sculptural pieces as well.

• Don’t be afraid of color.
Lofts can handle a flashy
look and color can warm up
an industrial appearance.

• Try combining two styles
on one piece. Take, for exam-
ple, a Queen Anne chair and
upholster it in a contempo-
rary fabric for an eye-catch-
ing effect.

• Work with what you have,
and have fun with it. Interior
designer Libby 
Copeland had an
attractive buffet
built around a
support pole in a
loft. The buffet got
covered in bright-red lacquer;
the pole was painted
white. The result? A
smashing look and a pole
into which no wayward
pedestrian smashed.

Glass furnishings
like this dining

table allow light
through and make

spaces appear
larger. It also

extends for larger
gatherings.

Copenhagen Imports

Tips from the pros

Roche-Bobois

The undulating “Virgule” chair,
here paired with a footrest, makes
a statement in any loft setting.
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Interior design

By Kristin MacIntosh

I f you missed the sign when you walked in,
you’d never know you were in contemporary
stalwart Roche-Bobois. From the traditional
lines to the soft colors, modern style seems

to have taken a left turn at French Provincial.
Do you think of stark lines, stainless steel and

leather when you think of modern furnishings?
You’re right. Sort of.

A boa with your chair
These days, contemporary furniture is a little

softer than it used to be, and that softer edge
means it appeals to more than the hard-core
minimalists. But it might all be a Trojan horse
designed to pull you in before converting you 
to modern style.

At Roche-Bobois, if you scratch the surface
of those seemingly traditional looks,
you’ll find modern
underneath. The
“Sultane” chair has
classic lines, but is
upholstered in an
eggplant velvet …
with a feather 
boa on the arms.

“Modern has 
always been very
much about the lines
and graphic pat-
terns,” said Victoria
Jonsson, an interior
design specialist at IKEA. “The trends 
have moved to keep it modern, but soften
it up with fabric.”

Color your world
What color that fabric takes is up to you —

most modern design authorities agree that the
basics of modern design are black and white and
earth tones. How you add to that palette is what
individualizes the style to your home and taste.

At IKEA, the lines of the pieces are the same,
but there’s a twist:

“We are in the modern range,” Jonsson said,
“but we are going for a softer, very young look.”

And at traditional retailer Ethan Allen, they’re
on the bandwagon … going in a different direc-
tion, from traditional toward contemporary.

“Ultra-modern can blend with primitive pieces
with simple shapes,” said Ethan Allen interior 
designer Debra Camping, adding that modern
doesn’t look like it used to, and that appeals to
a young, urban customer.

The more things change …
But don’t get too used to the softer modern

look. Camping said that those pastels are on their
way out, which should be a relief for those of
you with black leather sling chairs gathering dust
in the garage.

“Black and white is on its way back,” Camping
said. “New (contemporary) collections at Ethan

Allen will be black and
white — a modern
glam look.”

Rough around the edges?
Discover the softer
side of modern
interior design

Drexel Heritage

Modern glamour 
is evident in this 
black and white
leather chair.

Williams-Sonoma Home

This stacked crystal ball
lamp adds drama and

flair to any space.

Roche-Bobois

The room setting
may be French, but

the clean lines of the
sparse furnishings

are modern.

• Use the old standby —
throw pillows. You don’t
have to go pink and
lavender, but choosing
warmer colors and softer
textures, such as chenille
or jacquard wovens, will
take the edge off.

• When choosing fabrics,
stay away from florals,
which would only serve
to emphasize the modern
lines. Choose solids 
instead, focusing on
textures woven into the
fabrics. Geometrics, while
still very contemporary,
can still be a softening

element.

• Mix modern basics
with simple pieces
from different
styles.

• Bring the
outdoors in.

Plants add an
organic touch

to what would otherwise
be stark.

• Change the artwork,
or change the frame.
Go to a local gallery and
get advice on how to
integrate a different style
to change the feel. (Try
www.scottsdalegalleries.com

for resources.)

Roche-Bobois

Traditionally styled pieces such as this
accent chest can work beautifully
with modern stainless lamps.

High-back chairs might work
well with this tuxedo-styled sofa.

Auer Design Hause

Want to warm
up your modern
space? Follow
these tips:
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Cover story: Adrian Wilson

guests enter an open tiled foyer
with high ceilings and several
artistic accessories, including a
wire sculpture chandelier and a
crystal-adorned mirror. To the
right, what was formerly a din-
ing room has been converted
into a sitting room with a
built-in fish tank that stretches
the length of the wall. “We
talked about having a pool table,
but when we took measurements,
we figured out you’d be hitting
the walls,” said Alicia. She chose
a saltwater tank because the
bright yellow angelfish would
match the décor. “So, the de-
signer said, ‘what about a fish
tank?’ Adrian thought it was a
great idea because he’d never
had one before. I had one grow-
ing up, so I knew how much
work it was!”

Kids corner
On the opposite side, there’s 

a small playroom to the left for
daughter Aubrei, age 4, and
Adrian, 11 months. “It’s where
they’re allowed to make a mess,”
Alicia said about the room,

which has a geometric black and
gray carpet, photos of the family
and a kidney bean-shaped couch
from Copenhagen Imports.

The house opens up to a great
room with a large-screen TV and
an expansive red leather couch.
To the right, a spacious kitchen
features wood cabinets, a gran-
ite-counter island, and a separate
eating area. Alicia said that she
likes to cook, but things are just
too hectic right now with baby
Adrian and busy Aubrei, who
participates in French, dance
and cheerleading in addition to
school. “By 6 o’clock at night,
I’m done,” she said — holding up
a decorated collection of takeout
menus that a Cardinals player’s
wife gave to her.

Fancy fridge
Alicia’s favorite piece in the

kitchen is the Sub-Zero refrigera-
tor, which has a glass door. She
admits to two minor disadvan-
tages, though. “Aubrei opens it
and stands there debating what
she wants, and I say to her, you
can see through it,” she said with
a laugh. “And you have to make
sure it’s clean. I did that for a
month, but now it’s the house-

keeper’s responsibility.”
The master suite features a

modern design with a sleek cus-
tom bed and a few family pho-
tos. Even the 63-inch TV seems
part of the scenery, tucked into
the wall in a picture frame. The
bathroom has an open feel, with
a large tiled-in tub and shower.
And doors overlook the back-
yard patio and pool.

Personal touch
For their part, the kids’ rooms

pack plenty of personality. Au-
brei’s room is a little girl’s dream
— saturated in pink from wall to
wall. Ditto for little Adrian’s
room for boys: On the bright red
walls, there are several oversize
photos of dad in action, and the
floor-to-ceiling draperies have
footballs on them. But don’t
wake him up while he’s taking a
nap in the centerpiece: A custom
bed with a huge football on the
headboard.

Not surprisingly, it’s a Wilson.

Mark W. Lipczynski/The Arizona Republic

The baby’s room is appropriately sports themed. Photos of Dad hang on the walls.

The Wilsons’ see-through refrigerator is a family favorite.

Barstools along the breakfast bar continue the modern
theme.

Red, gray used throughout
— WILSON, from Page AH1

The Wilsons’ basement is prime-time ready. On the family’s 120-inch television: film of Adrian on the field.

Gray walls serve as a neutral canvas, making the furnishings
in the home stand out.




